
Prima Data  
 
If you are staying in Slovakia less than 6 months and a contract is something, you do not 
want to deal with, then our new offer – Prima Data SIM card will be a better choice for you.  
 
The price of this SIM card is only 2€. For this great price you already get 2€ credit and 1 GB 
of data. On this card, you can top up as much credit as you want and then use it for 
whatever you prefer more – data, calls or SMS.   
 
Advantages of Prima Data: 
 

§ You pay only for what you use 
§ You decide by yourself how you will use your credit : data, calls, SMS/MMS 
§ The validity of unused credit is 12 months 
§ The card is without commitment  
§ Top up your credit easily via internet or set up the automatic top up 
§ Simple activation with your first call 

 
Price of the call is 0,10€ / min. and price of the SMS is 0,06 / SMS. In addition, there is 
a possibility to activate voice or SMS bundles at discounted prices.  
 
If you are more data orientated you can easily activate one of our data bundles. Do not miss 
our special offer - 10 GB for 10 € ! 
 
How can you activate your Prima card ?  
 
Prima card is automatically activated with your first call. The call must be made in the 
territory of the Slovak Republic. During activation, you select the communication language 
that will welcome you to voice menu at number 444. 
 
How can you activate an additional bundle ?  
 
Here is the list of our additional bundles that we offer to you. Do not miss our special offer 
and activate the bundle 10 GB for 10 €. 

 

 
 



You can activate any of them by sending the free SMS on the number 445 in the form : 
NAME OF THE BUNDLE A (or AP in case of automatic prolongation) example: 1GB A or you 
can log in to the application MY ORANGE and buy the bundles via the app. 
 
You can also check your current state of prepaid bundle by sending the free SMS on this 
number 445 in the form : STAV 
 
How can you top up your credit ?  
 
The easiest way of how you can top-up your credit : 
 
Top up via internet 
You can top up your credit easily from home via internet banking or pay by credit card 
whenever you want and with any amount of money you want (minimum 7€). 
You can top up your credit at the web-page : https://www.orange.sk/dobijanie-kreditu/pir 
 
 
Of course, you can top up your credit whenever you want via ATM, terminals or in any 
Orange store. In addition there is a possibility to set up the automatic credit top up for 
a specific day and the exact amount of recharged credit (minimum 7€). 
 
Below you can find PDF file with information of how to top up your credit.  
 
Website:  
https://www.orange.sk/prevas/volania/volania-s-kreditom/prima-data 


